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Abstract: Neutrosophy is a branch of philosophy introduced by Florentin Smarandache.
Neutrosophic set (NS) is the derivative of neutrosophy; it is a powerful tool to handle uncertainty.
Here we applied neutrosophic set to gray scale image domain for image analysis. Several authors
contributed in neutrosophic image analysis and image processing. We propose a novel approach
on representation of grayscale images in bipolar neutrosophic domain (BNS). The reduction of
noise in images is one of the challenging task in every field. While we transform a grayscale image
into bipolar neutrosophic domain, the indeterminacy degree of both positive and negative
memberships are reduced significantly. Indeed, we extract some useful information from
indeterminacy domain; it leads to perform image analysis and processing in noisy images in a
better manner. We discuss the representation of medical images in bipolar neutrosophic domain
with examples.
Keywords: Bipolar neutrosophic set, Image analysis, Neutrosophy, Digital image processing.

1. Introduction
Neutrosophy is one of the useful tool to handle uncertainty in real world problems. It is the
extension of fuzzy theory. Neutrosophy is a branch of philosophy which was introduced by
Florentin Smarandache [1-3]. Neutrosophy deals with origin, nature and scope of neutralities, as
well as their interactions with different ideational spectra. Neutrosophy is the basis of neutrosophic
sets (derivative of neutrosophy).
Neutrosophic
set
contains
three
parameters
as
true-membership
degree,
indeterminacy-membership degree and falsity-membership degree. These three membership
degrees are independent and has range, a non-standard interval  0,1 . But for real life problems,





non-standard interval is not applicable. Wang et al. [5] introduced single valued neutrosophic sets
which is a neutrosophic set defined in the range [0, 1]. Later, Pinaki Majumdar et al. and Ali
Aydogdu [6, 4] proposed some similarity and entropy measurements of single valued neutrosophic
sets. In 2015, Deli et al. [7] introduced the concepts of bipolar neutrosophic sets (BNS) as an extension
of neutrosophic sets. In 2016, Uluçay et al. [8] proposed some measures of similarities of bipolar
neutrosophic sets.
Nowadays reduction of noise in images is difficult task in every field. Cheng and Guo [10]
introduced the representation of image in neutrosophic domain and proposed image thresholding
technique using neutrosophic domain. Guo and Cheng [11] proposed some concepts about image
denoising through neutrosophic domain. Yanhui Guo and H.D. Cheng [9] introduced a new
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neutrosophic approach on image segmentation. A. A. Salama et al. [12, 14] proposed some image
processing techniques using neutrosophic sets. G. Xu et al.[18] proposed image segmentation using
TOPSIS method. Mohammed Abdel Basset et al. proposed some concepts of TOPSIS method for
decision making problems in medical field [15, 19, 20, 22]. In 2017, Mumtaz Ali et al. introduced the
concepts of bipolar neutrosophic soft sets which is a combined version of bipolar neutrosophic set
and neutrosophic soft set. Arulpandy et al. [17] proposed some similarity and entropy
measurements of bipolar neutrosophic soft sets. Several authors contributed to decision making and
performance analysis using neutrosophic field [21, 23, 24].
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach on representation of any gray scale image in
bipolar neutrosophic domain. In section 4, we applied our approach to MRI (Magnetic Resonance
Image) medical images and discuss their nature with histogram representation. We analyze
transformed images with some of the popular metrics Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean
Squared Error (MSE). In this transformation, the indeterminacy of both positive and negative
membership degree is reduced significantly. This is the main advantage of this bipolar neutrosophic
domain. Indeed, we extract useful information from original image through BNS domain; it is not
available in neutrosophic domain.

2. Preliminaries
Definition 1. [1, 2, 3] Let X be the universe of discourse contains x . A Neutrosophic set
is defined by
. Where
represents truth-membership degree, indeterminacy-membership degree and falsity-membership
degree respectively. Here
along with the following condition
Example. Let
be the universal set. Here,
represents capacity,
trustworthiness and price of a machine, respectively. Then
gives the degree of
’good service’, degree of indeterminacy, degree of ’poor service’ respectively. The neutrosophic set is
defined
by

where

.
Definition 2. [4,5,6] Single valued neutrosophic set(SVNS) is the immediate result of neutrosophic
set if it is defined over standard unit interval [0,1] instead of the non-standard unit interval
.
A
single
valued
neutrosophic
set
SVNS
(A)
is
defined
by
where
that

such

.

Definition 3. [7, 8] Let
neutrosophic set (BNS)

be the universal set which contains arbitrary points x. A bipolar
is defined by

Where
(Positive membership-degrees)
(Negative membership-degrees)
Such that
,
Example. Let

.

be the universal set. A bipolar neutrosophic set (BNS) is defined by
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Where

and
and

. Also
.

3. Grayscale image in bipolar neutrosophic domain
Neutrosophy has wide range of applications in science and engineering. In particular, it is very
useful in fields such as Data analytics, financial market, Social network analysis, Quantum theory,
robotics in terms of decision making problems. In this section, we discuss about the applications of
neutrosophic sets in image analysis. In 2008, H.D Cheng and Yanhui guo[10] introduced the
representation of grayscale image in neutrosophic domain. After that, so many papers have been
published about neutrosophic image such as image denoising, image thresholding, image
segmentation etc.
3. 1. Image in neutrosophic domain
Let X be a universe of discourse, W be the set contained in X, which is composed by bright pixels. A
neutrosophic image
is characterized by three subset T, I and F. A pixel P in an image is
described as P(T, I, F) and belongs to W in the following way: it is t% true , i % indeterminate and f %
false in the bright pixel set, where t varies in T, i varies in I and f varies in F. Each component has a
value in [0, 1].
Pixel

P(i,j)

in

the

image

domain

is

transformed

into

neutrosophic

domain

, where
represents probabilities
belonging to white set, indeterminate set and non-white set, respectively, which are defined as:

,
Where

,

represents mean intensity of pixel in some neighborhoods in W. Here,

Example 1. We consider the original Lena image and represent it in neutrosophic domain as follows:

Figure 1. Original Lena image.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Neutrosophic domain images of Original Lena image.
(a) T domain (b) I domain (c) F domain

Above images represents truth-membership domain, indeterminacy domain and
false-membership domain of original Lena image respectively. We mainly focus on
truth-membership domain for image analysis along with indeterminacy domain. Truth-membership
domain is correlated with indeterminacy domain.
3. 2. Image in bipolar neutrosophic domain
Now we introduce grayscale image representation in bipolar neutrosophic domain. Main
advantage of this representation is, when we transform image into bipolar neutrosophic domain, the
indeterminacy degree get reduced. Indeed, we extract some useful information from indeterminacy
degree in bipolar neutrosophic domain which is not available in neutrosophic domain. We used
MATLAB 2010 version for this transformation. The following steps are involved in this representation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Load the original image. Convert this into grayscale if it is RGB color image.
Represent image in pixel domain.
Find the median pixel value of entire image.
Consider pixels above the median value as foreground image and below the median value as
background image.
5. Set the window size (size of neighborhood) to find local mean value. In our case, we take
3x3-neighborhood.
6. Transform image into bipolar neutrosophic domain by taking positive memberships for
foreground pixels and negative memberships for background pixels.
We use the following membership values to transform any grayscale image to bipolar
neutrosophic domain. Since the elements are pixels of an image, we use only unsigned integer to
represent the membership functions. A pixel in bipolar neutrosophic domain is represented by

Here
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represents mean intensity of foreground pixel in some neighborhood W and

represents the mean intensity of background pixel in some neighborhood in

.

Here

Example 2. Consider the original Lena image in the previous example. The following image shows the
image in bipolar neutrosophic domain.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 3. Bipolar neutrosophic representation of lena image (fig 1.)
(a) T+ domain, (b) I+ domain, (c) F+ domain, (d) T- domain, (e) I- domain, (f) F- domain

Note that in the above images, I- domain and I+ domain images looks identical and black in color.
It means both images contained only black pixels (pixels which has value zero). So from this we
eliminate the indeterminacy of both positive and negative membership domains. The following
histogram images shows that the gray level distribution of each images in BNS domain.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 4. Histogram of transformed images (Fig 3.)
(a) Histogram of T+ , (b) Histogram of I+ , (c) Histogram of F+ , (d) Histogram of T- , (e) Histogram of I- , (f)
Histogram of F- .

3. 3. Entropy of image in bipolar neutrosophic domain
Bipolar neutrosophic image entropy is defined as sum of entropies of all subsets
, which is used to evaluate the distribution of pixels in bipolar neutrosophic
domain.

.

Here

4. Bipolar neutrosophic representation of medical image
Nowadays image denoising is the challenging task in every field. Especially, in medical field, it is
very useful for X-ray images, MRI images, CT images, Ultra sound images etc. In this section, we
take MRI scan brain image and transform it to BNS domain and analyze various parameters.
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Consider the following brain MRI image.

Figure 5. MRI Brain image

The following image shows the brain image in bipolar neutrosophic domain.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 6. Bipolar neutrosophic representation of MRI brain images as
(a) T+ domain, (b) I+ domain, (c) F+ domain, (d) T- domain, (e) I- domain, (f) F- domain

From the above images, we can clearly see that the variations between each images. Every image has
some useful information. We may neglect indeterminate images I+ and I-, since it has only black
pixels. Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio (PSNR) values mostly used to find the noise level in the
transformed image and we can check similarity level between original image and transformed
image. PSNR value is calculated using the following formula:
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Here, the local mean average determines the variations in the transformed image. Local mean
average of an image is depend on the window size (neighborhood size) which is used in the local
mean average. Here, we analyze the PSNR value of the original image and images in the
transformed domain for different neighborhood sizes.
Window Size

T+ domain

I+ domain

F+ domain

T- domain

I- domain

F- domain

1x1

71.393

59.544

50.173

54.816

59.544

51.039

2x2

68.115

59.545

51.579

54.868

59.545

51.121

3x3

69.987

59.545

51.275

54.924

59.545

51.160

4x4

66.502

59.545

51.758

54.950

59.545

51.199

5x5

66.755

59.545

51.632

54.990

59.545

51.228

6x6

65.509

59.545

51.877

55.018

59.545

51.261

7x7

66.151

59.545

51.744

55.055

59.545

51.287

8x8

65.323

59.545

51.916

55.077

59.545

51.320

9x9

65.752

59.545

51.819

55.107

59.545

51.346

10x10

65.128

59.545

51.955

55.127

59.545

51.377

Table 1. PSNR values of brain image in BNS domain associated with different neighborhood windows.

Following plots shows the variations in PSNR values when we increase the size of the window in
local mean average.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(e)

(f)

Figure 7. Comparison of PSNR values and neighborhood window size in (a) T+ domain, (b) I+ domain, (c) F+
domain, (d) T- domain, (e) I- domain, (f) F- domain

Mean Square Error (MSE) is another parameter to check the quality of transformed image. MSE is
calculated using the following formula:

Following table shows that the mean square error between original image and transformed images
with different window size.
Window
Size

T+ domain

I+ domain

F+ domain

T- domain

I- domain

F- domain

1x1

0.00472

0.07221

0.62480

0.21449

0.07221

0.51189

2x2

0.01003

0.07220

0.45200

0.21194

0.07220

0.50223

3x3

0.00652

0.07220

0.48482

0.20922

0.07220

0.49778

4x4

0.01455

0.07220

0.43370

0.20797

0.07219

0.49336

5x5

0.01373

0.07220

0.44652

0.20609

0.07220

0.49000

6x6

0.01829

0.07220

0.42206

0.20475

0.07220

0.48633

7x7

0.01577

0.07220

0.43519

0.20300

0.07220

0.48337

8x8

0.01909

0.07220

0.41824

0.20198

0.07219

0.47981

9x9

0.01729

0.07220

0.42767

0.20059

0.07220

0.47688

10x10

0.01996

0.07219

0.41447

0.19968

0.07219

0.47353
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Table 2. MSE values of brain image in BNS domain associated with different neighborhood windows.

Following plots shows the variations in MSE when we increase the window size.

Figure 8. Comparison of PSNR values and neighborhood window size in (a) T+ domain, (b) I+ domain, (c) F+
domain, (d) T- domain, (e) I- domain, (f) F- domain.

The following table shows the entropies of each images in bipolar neutrosophic domain. It
represents the uncertainty level of a gray-scale image. Particularly, higher entropy value means, it
gives more detailed information about the image; likewise, lower entropy value means, it gives less
information. Roughly speaking, higher entropy represents distribution level high intensity pixels
and lower entropy represents distribution level of low intensity pixels.

Entropy
Value

T+ domain

I+ domain

F+ domain

T- domain

I- domain

F- domain

4.5872

0.0258

4.5872

3.9005

0.0361

3.9005

Table 3. Entropy values of brain image in BNS domain

Entropy Value

T domain

I domain

F domain

6.0492

3.9579

6.0492

Table 4. Entropy values of brain image in NS domain

From the above Table 3 and Table 4. we can clearly see that the variations of entropy values between
neutrosophic domain and bipolar neutrosophic domain. Entropy values of indeterminacy domain in
bipolar neutrosophic domain is significantly reduced when compared to neutrosophic domain. So
we conclude that our bipolar neutrosophic domain of gray scale image performed well.
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5. Conclusions
A new technique to represent gray scale image in bipolar neutrosophic domain is proposed. While
the image is transformed into bipolar neutrosophic domain, the indeterminacy degree of both
positive and negative membership domain is reduced significantly. So this transformation gives
more useful information compared to neutrosophic domain. Further, we discussed about the gray
level distribution of images in bipolar neutrosophic domain through histogram. Selection of
neighborhood window is important in this transformation. Large window gives best transformation,
but we lose essential information of original image. We compared most popular metrics PSNR and
MSE for our transformed images associated with different neighborhood sizes. PSNR and MSE both
are useful parameters to determine the quality of gray-scale images by analyzing distribution of gray
levels. Our future work will include image analysis and image processing through bipolar
neutrosophic domain.
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